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Executive Summary

SPARC or School for Potential Advancement and Restoration of Confidence was
established in 1996, inspired by self disability, to provide rehabilitation services to persons
with disabilities (PWDs) and their families. The organization has since gone from strength to
strength, trying to establish different types of services for people with disabilities (PWDs),
including schooling, therapeutic and rehabilitation based.
In its current endeavour SPARC seeks to link batches of PWDs, after suitable training, to
various livelihood options. As an input to this endeavour, this study interacts with various
employers and seeks their inputs on employing PWDs. This would allow an insight into the
potential of PWDs to get employed.
The objectives of this study are:
-

To understand the market scope for employment of PWDs
To understand the level of sensitivity of employers towards employing PWDs
To understand the various bottlenecks to employment of PWDs
To understand readiness of response to special situations and any kind of crisis
situations that may arise from employment of PWDs
To understand and identify the need for training and capacitating of PWDs so that they
may utilize the market scope for their employment

This is essentially a qualitative study in essence. However, for the purpose of data collection
the tool (Annexure 1) has been structured to the extent possible in order to simplify the data
collection and consolidation process. It covers 20 organizations from five sectors, which are:
-

Banking Sector

-

Medical Facilities

-

Retails Chains

-

Food Chains

-

BPO and Aligned Sector

The findings that the study team came across are:
-

The organizations recruit, skilled semi skilled employees and also those for the front
office and accounts department. The range of requirement thus varies from doctors to
sales staff to accountants. Accordingly, the qualifications and skill sets also vary.

-

Some of the qualifications in demand are MBBS, MBA, Diploma in GNM and MLT, B
Tech, Post Graduate, Graduate etc. The skill sets in demand include language
proficiency in English and Hindi, good communication and persuasive skills, computer
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proficiency, particularly in the Office package. Packages like tally come in handy in the
accounts and finance department.
-

-

Niche and top notch qualifications such as MBBS/MD, CA/ICWA, MBA, GNM etc. for
well paid positions.
However, if a person has completed graduation, is good in communication in both
English and Hindi and has good knowledge of computers, particularly MS Office then
he/she is likely to have a fair chance of at least some average paid position.
During the recruitment procedure, a direct face to face interview is almost imperative.
However some organizations club it with written tests and telephonic interviews. A few
also resort to walk in interviews, campus recruitments and also direct skill testing, such
as cooking skills.

-

6 out of the 20 organizations said that they had special hiring policies for women.
However, these organizations were not limited to any specific sector.
Among the 20 organizations that were interviewed for this survey as many as 16 said
that they felt that there were jobs in their organization that were suitable for people with
disabilities.

-

-

-

These organizations were open to hiring PWDs mostly in semi skilled jobs. Such jobs
included receptionists, cashiers and accountants, back end positions, nurses, computer
operators etc. For each of these positions the organizations also mentioned about the
type of disability for which they are ready to employ a PWD. For example, for example,
for in store jobs a person with hearing and speech impairment could still be employed.
What is happy to note is that each of these organizations pointed out that they do not
expect insensitive behaviour towards PWDs in office.
Among the 20 organizations 9 organizations pointed out that in case of any problem the
person in question may submit a written complaint to the management in case he/she
faces any issues. On the other hand 10 organizations pointed out that in case a person
is facing any issues he/she may have a face to face discussion with the HR in the
organization.
4 organizations were found to be largely disabled friendly and had such disabled friendly
features as slope for orthopaedics, smooth floors, typewriter for blind people, lifts etc.
However, 4 offices did not have any disabled friendly features.

-

-

When questioned 66 percent of these offices pointed out that they were willing to make
some basic changes to the office systems and structures to suit the needs of the
disabled employees. On the other hand 34 percent pointed out that they are not too
willing to spend resources on making offices more disabled friendly.
Among the support activities they would expect from SPARC are awareness generation
and orientation programs, better understanding of sign language etc.

The findings show that the situation is not bleak. However, a planned and calculated
approach based on potential of each PWD and recruitment potential of an organization is
required, if one has to take suitable advantage of the situation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. a

About SPARC

This small study has to be understood in the context of SPARC’s work and what it
endeavours to do. School for Potential Advancement and Restoration of Confidence or
SPARC, as it is more popularly called, was established in 1996, inspired by self disability, to
provide rehabilitation services to persons with disabilities (PWDs) and their families. While
rehabilitation is a holistic term, SPARC has been working on each of the parameters to
ensure rehabilitation and also strengthening the inter linkages between these parameters.

School for Potential Advancement and Restoration of Confidence (SPARC-India) started its
Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) programme in the year 1996 for the persons with
disability in the urban slums of Lucknow city of Uttar Pradesh. The thrust of the programme
was on health and medical rehabilitation, formation of Self-Help Groups (SHGs) of persons
with disability and their families, to establish linkages with government schemes. By the end
of the year 1998, there was a need felt for a similar kind of intervention through CBR
programme in the rural areas.
After a primary survey conducted in Lucknow and Barabanki district was found to have a
pressing need for CBR programme, where approx 4.41% of the total population was having
disability. In the course of time, SPARC India gradually established Jyoti Kiran School for the
children with cerebral palsy (CP) in the year 2003 supported SRDTT. The first CBR
programme was successfully concluded in Deva block in the year 2008. Encouraged by the
success of the programme, the organisation initiated the next phase of CBR programmes in
Nindura block of district Barabanki with the support of Action Aid. SPARC India has been
making tremendous efforts to mobilise the local resources for the benefit of PWDs and also,
succeeded in mobilising the support of a local trust to initiate a vocational training and
placement cell for the PWDs in the year 2010. In the year 2012 SPARC India was selected
as a Lead CSO in the field of Disability by PACS, a DFID project, in which SPARC India is
working in 110 wards in Lucknow and collaborates with 19 CSOs for the mainstreaming of
disability in the society.
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1. b

Rationale for Livelihood Promotion

Since Rehabilitation provides disabled people with the tools they need to attain
independence and self-determination, financial independence through income generation
prospects form an important component of such rehabilitation. To make this possible,
SPARC has intervention initiatives aimed at training and placing of PWDs. In fact SPARC
has allowed a large number of PWDs to attain and retain financial stability by empowering
them to set up small businesses. This study may be considered a facilitating tool in this
context as it explores the supply side of the angle, namely the employers who would be
employing these PWDs. SPARC is also conducting a study to understand the aspirations of
the PWDs, which would be the demand side of the panorama.
1.c

This Survey

The study interacts with various employers and seeks their inputs on employing PWDs. As
mentioned earlier, this forms the demand side of the spectrum and allows SPARC to have
an understanding of the employability potential of the PWDs. It points out to various aspects
such as what type of disability is acceptable in which types of jobs and what is the nature of
skill sets required to get selected to and perform efficiently in those jobs. Also the study
would give inputs about the type of training that may be provided to PWDs to enhance their
employability potential. Hence, it will enhance the outcome of the intervention that aims at
skill development and placement for the disabled youth.
Concurrently, the study also provides an insight about the employer’s mindsets and thus
gives inputs for future interventions as to if and where sensitization is required. This is
especially for those employees who have mental blockages in hiring PWDs.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
-

To understand the market scope for employment of PWDs
To understand the level of sensitivity of employers towards employing PWDs
To understand the various bottlenecks to employment of PWDs
To understand readiness of response to special situations and any kind of crisis
situations that may arise from employment of PWDs
To understand and identify the need for training and capacitating of PWDs so that
they may utilize the market scope for their employment
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2. STUDY METHODOLOGY
This is essentially a qualitative study in essence. When we say ‘in essence’ it implies that
the approach is qualitative and exploratory. However, for the purpose of data collection the
tool (Annexure 1) has been structured to the extent possible in order to simplify the data
collection and consolidation process.

The study focuses on some core sectors, which experientially were found to have been
prospective employers of PWDs. A senior HR manager or some senior member of the
concern who has definite role in the hiring and training systems of the organization was
selected for a face to face interview. In this way 20 organizations were covered. The names
of the organizations compiled according to the sector they belong to is given in table 1.1
below. Thus there are 5 core sectors from which data has been collected.
Table 1.1:
Sl. No.
1

Sector
Banking

Name of Organization

2

Allahabad Bank
Punjab National Bank

3

IDBI

4

Medical Institutes

5

Ford Hospital
Apollo Munich

6

Ram Manohar Lohia Institute of Medical
Sciences

7

Restaurants and Food Chains

8

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Aryans

9

Pizza hut

10

Royal Café
Mc Donald’s
ESBY Enterprises(Franchise- Yellow Chilli

11
12
13

Retail Chains

14

Shopper’s Stop

15

Future Retail Limited(Big Bazaar)
Spencer

16

Pantaloon’s Retails India Ltd.

17

BPO and aligned

Globus

18

Reliance Communications

19

Bajaj Allianz

20

Agies Ltd.
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3. STUDY FINDINGS
A. Required Skill and Qualifications of Employees
-

Among the 20 prospective organizations that were interviewed it was found that 11
employers required some kind of skilled core employees. The type of skilled
employees required varied included:
 Doctors
 Nurses
 Lab technicians
 Fashion assistants
 IT officers
 Managers etc.

Accordingly, the type of qualifications required varied from MBBS, MBA,
Diploma in GNM and MLT, B Tech, Post Graduate, Graduate etc.
-

For semi skilled positions organizations required sales staff, people in executive
positions, operators and ward boys. For these the organizations said that they
mostly required at least class 12 passed employees or those that have completed
their graduation. There was also high requirement of good communication skills,
often both in English and Hindi and also requirement of computer proficiency,
particularly in the Office package. Other quality required was hardworking with
ready to perform attitude.

-

For the accounts department organizations pointed out to requirements such as
professionals who know tally and have computer skills, chartered accountants,
ICWA etc. with the minimum required qualification being graduate in commerce.

-

For front office positions the primary prerequisite is confidence and good
communication skills. The minimum qualification required for the post is
graduation.
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-

For clerical positions the requirements are relatively few. Qualifications required
are some kind of computer proficiency and also minimum class XII completed.

EMERGING ACTION POINTS:

-

Niche and top notch qualifications such as MBBS/MD,
CA/ICWA, MBA, GNM etc. for well paid positions
However, if a person has completed graduation, is good in
communication in both English and Hindi and has good
knowledge of computers, particularly MS Office then he/she is
likely to have a fair chance of at least some average paid position

B. Selection Procedure

-

It was found that organizations resort to several measures to hire employees

-

These include direct interviews, telephonic interviews, recommendation my
people, CV based recruitment etc.

-

Among these techniques, the procedure of direct interview was the most popular,
with almost all organizations resorting to direct face to face interviews before
selecting candidates

-

However, 4 organizations said that they also took telephonic interviews before the
actual face to face interview after checking on CVs. It may also be pointed out that
organizations who took these telephonic interviews were not sector specific but
spread across sectors.

-

Again 4 organizations said that they resorted to written tests and 1 organization
said they resorted to psychometric test. These organizations were either from the
banking sector or restaurant chains.

-

4 organizations also said that they invite CVs followed by direct interviews.
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-

In some organizations some procedures such as direct walk in interviews after
advertisements and also testing of skills such as cooking ability are done.

-

Besides this PNB also spoke of campus recruitments

This is shown in Chart 1.1 below:

EMERGING ACTION POINTS:

-

-

Almost all recruitments are preceded by direct face to face
interviews. Hence confidence to face interview and grooming
are essential to recruitment.
Going through CV of candidates is also quite common so that the
candidates must have a CV that is not below par.

C. HR Policies

-

It was found that certain organizations such as Shopper’s Stop and Ford Hospital
were very proactive in their HR policies. In these organizations the HR division
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addressed employee needs systematically in a routine manner and also in a need
based way as and when an employee seeks time.
-

In the other organizations HR division either addressed employee needs
systematically in a routine manner or in a need based way when an employee seeks
time. Thus 9 organizations said that they followed the former approach whereas 9
said that they followed the latter approach. Again there was no sector specific
approach.

-

4 organizations also said that HR addressed requirements when there was some
kind of a situation in office which requires intervention and prompt action from
HR.
D. Special Hiring Policies

-

Not too many organizations were found to be proactive about special policies for the
marginalized, such as women and children

-

Only 1 organization, namely Apollo Munich had policy in favour of women

-

While Reliance Telecommunications did have policies in favour of divorcees and
widows, no organization had any policy in favour of single mothers

-

However, 6 out of the 20 organizations or a little less than one third of the organizations
did have policies in favour of persons with disabilities. This is given in table 1.2 below:

Table 1.2:
Category
Women

No. of Organizations
1

Single Mothers

0

People with Disabilities

6

Name of Organization
Apollo Munich

-

-

Others

1
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Ram Manohar Lohia
Institute of Medical
Sciences
Ford Hospital
Agies Ltd.( BPO)
Punjab National Bank
ESBY
Enterprises(FranchiseYellow Chilli)
Allahabad Bank

Reliance communications

EMERGING ACTION POINTS:
-

There seems to be some sensitivity towards hiring of people with disabilities
The policies, in favour of people with disabilities, where they exist, can be
studied and suggestions provided through some sensitization programs
The policies also can be used for advocacy with organizations that do not
have them but have scope to hire persons with disabilities
A point to be noted here though is that some companies, which do have
policies favouring hire of persons with disabilities, have shown limited
experience in hiring them. This shows that policies are not a sure shot way
to ensure recruitment.

E. Job prospects and skill/qualification requirements for People with Disabilities
Among the 20 organizations that were interviewed for this survey as many as 16 said that
they felt that there were jobs in their organization that were suitable for people with
disabilities.

On the other hand 4 organizations said that they did not feel that their organization could
have jobs suitable for people with disabilities. This is shown in chart 1.2 below:

Chart 1.2

The 4 organizations which were not open to hiring of people with disabilities were:
-

Shopper’s Stop

-

Big Bazaar

-

Pantaloons, and
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-

Globus

The main cause that these organizations gave for not hiring people with disabilities was the
nature of jobs. They felt that the nature of their jobs required people to be on their feet for
long hours, often with sales pressure, which may be a difficult feat for a person with
disability.
EMERGING ACTION POINTS:
-

Dialogue may be established with these organizations to understand if there are any job
descriptions that may be suitable for people with disabilities
There may also be emerging needs of sensitization

However, as mentioned earlier, the rest of the organizations specified the types of jobs for
which they felt persons with disabilities could be hired and would be considered. These areas
are mentioned in the table 1.3 below:
Table 1.3
Sl. No.
Type of Job
1.
Receptionist

Nature of disability
eye impairment, movement impairment
limbs based disability
leg impairment/physical/one eye defect

2.

Accounts/cashier

3.

Telecaller/Customer service area/care

4.

Nurses

movement impairment/physically
challenged
Physical disability in one leg

5

operational job/in store job

Hearing and speech problem

6

Office job( back end)

7

Clerical

8

Computer operator/technician/lab
assistant

9
10

Packing area
Cooking, Kitchen(Make station)-

Deaf, dumbness and limb based
disability, minor physical disability as
in limbs
physical disability but with proper
hearing and vision
Speech and movement
impairment/hearing problem/leg
problem
Hearing and speech
Hearing or speech disability, Minor
physical disability

The skill sets and qualifications that these organizations said they would look forward to in
the disabled persons are mentioned in the table 1.4 below:
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Table 1.4
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type of Job
Operational job,
Clerical
Office job(back end)/cashier
Receptionist

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Customer service
Make station/dough station
Hospitality services
Accounts
Crew members
Nurse
Lab Assistant

Skills and qualifications
Graduation, communication skills
Graduation
Computer skills/graduate
Graduation with communication skills and basic
knowledge of computers
Customer handling skills
10+2
10th
MBA, Btech, ICWA, Bcom & above
12
GNM
MLT

EMERGING ACTION POINTS:
-

Tables 1.3 and 1.4 along with section 1 should enable SPARC to identify windows of
opportunity.

F. Fear of Insensitive Behaviour towards Persons with Disabilities

What is heartening to note is that each of the organizations questioned
mentioned clearly that they do not expect any kind of insensitive behaviour in the
organization towards persons with disabilities in context to their disability.

However, it was mentioned that in case of any issues that is generally faced by these
candidates, they may resort to some redressal mechanism. All the organizations either
said that in a situation related to any issues the concerned person pay file a written
complaint to the management or have a face to face discussion with the HR.

-

In fact 9 organizations pointed out that the person in question may submit a written
complaint to the management in case he/she faces any issues.
On the other hand 10 organizations pointed out that in case a person is facing any issues
he/she may have a face to face discussion with the HR in the organization.
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G. Disabled Friendly Features
Those organizations, which said that they were open to hiring of persons with disabilities,
often had some disabled friendly features in their offices.
 As many as 8 offices had some disabled friendly features or the other such as
approachability through ramps, lifts, suitable floors such as matted floor etc.
 Another 4 offices were found to be largely disabled friendly and had such disabled
friendly features as:


slope for orthopaedics
smooth floors
typewriter for blind people
lifts
Special washrooms for persons with disabilities etc.
However, 4 offices did not have any disabled friendly features even though they
mentioned that they were open to
hiring of people with disabilities.

When questioned 66 percent of these
offices pointed out that they were
willing to make some basic changes
to the office systems and structures to
suit the needs of the disabled
employees. On the other hand 34
percent pointed out that they are not
too willing to spend resources on
making offices more disabled
friendly.
This is shown in chart 1.3:
The type of disabled friendly features that the offices were ready to incorporate is given in the
table below:
Sl. No.
i.

Nature of disability
Movement Impaired (Wheelchair
bound)

Probable Changes
Lifts and ramps, matted or not overly
slippery floors

ii.

Eyesight impaired

brail lipi

iii.

Speech and hearing impaired

Jaw Software
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H. Support Required
There are various types of support that the organizations said they require from SPARC or
other organizations working in the field of disability in order to integrate the persons with
disabilities better into the workforce.
-

6 organizations said that would like a general orientation program to sensitise them better
to the needs and requirements of special people
4 organizations said that would like support to understand and implement sign language
2 organizations said that they would like support to functionalize floor walks
3 organizations said that they would generally like support to develop campaigns on
awareness generation.

This is shown in chart 1.4 below:

There were also some general areas of support that have already been mentioned earlier. For
example, organizations said that they would like to employ people who have computer
proficiency and were good communicators.
I. Safety Concerns for Employees with Disabilities
Approximately half of the organizations who were interviewed for this survey felt that they
had no safety concerns for employees with disabilities. However, approximately half of them
also said that they did have safety concerns for employees with disabilities.
This is shown in chart 1.5.
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These organizations who felt safety concerns said that floors must be matted rather than
smooth and slippery in order to ensure risk free movement for employees with disabilities,
that there should be conducive slopes to the floor and the washroom to arrest falls, and that
the employees should have insurance coverage against risks.
The organizations that said they felt safety concerns and those that said that they did not feel
safety concerns were spread across sectors.

J. Previous experience with Employees with Disabilities

Half of the organizations interviewed, or 10 organizations pointed out that they had earlier
employed persons with disabilities. However, the other half said that they did not have prior
experience of hiring persons with disabilities.

It may be pointed out that none of the organizations who had experience of hiring
employees with disabilities had any negative experience of the situation. In fact each of
the employers pointed out that they either had satisfactory, good or very good
experience in hiring persons with disabilities.

The employers also said that employees with disabilities are often very honest and hard
working and totally determined to do a work properly. Also they also help boost the morale
of the entire team by setting an example of how people can rise against odds.

K. Response to Mandatory Employment Policy
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The organizations were not too forthcoming when asked about what their response would be
in case of a mandatory employment policy for persons with disabilities. However, some of
them did think out avenues to cater to such mandatory regulations.

.

Globus, “Maybe some kind of recruitment
for back office positions can be made.”

Shopper’s Stop, “In this situation we

Big Bazaar, “We would consider such

would consider a person with physical
disability (in lower limb) at the reception
and someone with eye impairment for a
position which requires standing for long
hours.”

persons somewhere in the supply chain
management or maybe in cash room jobs.”
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Conclusion
The above findings are helpful in understanding the scope of employment opportunities for
people with disabilities. There are a few important areas that the report highlights on. One is
the skill sets required for any employee in different positions of the interviewed
organizations. Second is the type of disability that is not functionally misfit in different
positions in a particular organization. Third is the general sensitivity and proactiveness that
these organizations show in hiring of PWDs.

Data shows that a fair number of employers are forthcoming in wilfully accommodating
persons with disabilities. Others have concerns over nature of job, which they feel would be
difficult to handle for special people. A happy factor here is that organizations who have
experience working with PWDs have had good experience. This satisfaction level makes
them conducive to hire more PWDs.

Hence the general air is conducive and SPARC should concentrate on the window of
opportunities and groom persons with disabilities according to the need of the market and
also with realistic expectations. Here the focus should be on skill sets that can be picked up
by a particular PWD and in context to the type of position for which the organizations
consider the PWD suitable.

While the scope of this study is limited it should enable SPARC to build its insight and
network with organizations, based on the inputs, to pave a way for a source of livelihood for
persons with disabilities.
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Annexure 1
Questionnaire (Livelihood Possibility Survey)

Name of the Company ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Name of the Respondent (with Position) ……………………………………………………………………………………….
Contact No. of the respondent ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Section I – GENERAL QUESTIONS

Introduction: Thank you for allowing me to have this discussion with you. To begin
with I would like to know about your organization and about its employee hiring
practices.
1) Could you please help fill the following table by telling me which are the most prominent
types of jobs available in your organization and the qualifications and skill sets required
for them?
(The grayed boxes need not be filled)
Types
i.
Skilled core
employee

ii.

Semi skilled
core
employee

iii.

Accounts

iv.

Front Office

v.

Clerical

Specifics

Qualification
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Skills

vi.

Any other
(Specify)

2) What is the selection procedure? (One or more choices possible)
i)
Telephonic Interview
ii)
Direct Interview
iii)
Group Discussion
iv)
Word of Month
v)
Written Test
vi)
Others
(Specify)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3) HR addresses individual employee requirements/problems: (One or more choices
possible)
i)
Regularly in a routine periodic way
ii)
As and when needs arise and an employee seeks time
iii)
When some special situation in office points to the need to have a discussion with an
employee
iv)
Other Situations (Specify)…………………………………………………………………………………………..
4) Does your organization have any special policy that favors hiring of: (One or more
choices possible)
i)
ii)
iii)
vii)

Women
Single Mothers
People with Disabilities
Others
(Specify)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Section II – DISABILITY RELATED QUESTIONS
Okay, thanks so much for your inputs. Now I would like to know about your
organization’s stance and perspective with respect to employment of persons with
disabilities.
5) Do you think that any of the jobs we just discussed (in Q. 1) are suitable to people with
disabilities?
i)
ii)

Yes
No

If ‘No’ selected in question number 5, ask Q. 6. Otherwise move to Q.7.
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6) Why do you say so?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..
(Skip to Q. 18)

7) If ‘yes’ in Q. 5, then please specify:
Sl. No.
1.

Type of Job

Nature of disability

2.
3.
4.

8) Does the office have basic accessibility for people with disabilities? Can I walk around
the office and understand the infrastructure in this context?
i) No, office has no disabled friendly features
ii) Yes, the office has some disabled friendly features
iii) Yes, the office is largely disabled friendly
(Please mention observations that justify your answers for the above choices)

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…..

9) Will you be willing to make some basic changes to the office systems and structures to
suit the needs of the disabled employees?
i. Yes
ii. No
10) If answer to Q 9 is (i) ask Q 10, otherwise move to Q 11:
What are these changes that you are willing to make?
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Sl. No.
i.

Nature of disability
Movement Impaired (Wheelchair
bound)

ii.

Eyesight impaired

iii.

Speech and hearing impaired

iv.

Others (Specify)

Probable Changes

11) What skill sets and qualifications would you look forward to in the disabled persons you
say you could hire for specific positions?
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type of Job

Skills and qualifications

12) Do you think that there could be discord or insensitive behavior from other office staff
towards the persons with disabilities who are inducted/if you induct?
i. Yes
ii. No

13) If answer to Q 12 is (i) ask Q 13, otherwise move to Q
What kind of insensitive behavior do you foresee/fear?
i. Against hiring of disabled persons
ii. Dominating behavior towards disabled persons
iii. Insensitive behavior/comments towards disabled persons
iv. Unhelpful attitude towards disabled person
v. General discrimination towards the person at a personal and professional level
vi. Others (Specify) ………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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14) Are there any means for these candidates to express concerns or issues that they face?
What are these?
i. Yes, they may submit written complaint to the management
ii. Yes, they may have a face to face discussion with the HR
iii. Others (Specify) ……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
iv. No, as of now there is no such mechanism
15) Can we meet the managers and team members who shall be working with the
candidates, if they are hired, and speak with them? (Write down inputs/feedback from
discussion)

16) What support do you require from us to help candidates and staff to integrate better?
i. Orientation programs
ii. Sign Language Support
iii. Floor walks
iv. Campaigns creating awareness
v. Any other (Please Specify) ……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
v. None
17) Are there any safety concerns for persons with disabilities in the jobs mentioned by you?
i. Yes
ii. No
Fill details if answer is ‘yes’. (Check with answers in Q.7)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
18) Have you hired any person with disabilities before? What has been your experience?
i. Yes
ii. No
Fill details if answer is ‘yes’
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

19) Are you aware about the benefit if you engage a Person with disabilities in your
organization?
i. Yes
ii. No
Fill details if answer is ‘yes’
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

If answer to Q. 5 is (ii) ask Q. 20. Otherwise THANK & TERMINATE
20) You had earlier said that you do not think there is scope to hire persons with disabilities
in your organization. However, if recruitment of persons with disabilities was made
mandatory at least 3 percent of total organization manpower how and in what positions
would you then adjust them?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
.

THANK & TERMINATE
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